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Sunshine’s Digital Literacy Programs –  
Australia’s Best and Most Affordable!
Sunshine Books offers all schools two exceptional digital literacy programs: Sunshine Online and 
Sunshine Classics. Every day thousands of Australian teachers and their students log into these 
programs because they are an essential and integral part of classroom teaching and learning.

Based on literacy programs that have been tried and tested over 30 years, our digital programs 
allow teachers to continue to teach literacy effectively while capitalising on the opportunities that 
new technologies offer. 

Real Literacy Programs
Both Sunshine Online and Sunshine Classics are real literacy programs – delivered digitally! Literacy 
teaching always starts with the book and the focus on skills is treated within the context of that 
book. Our programs work the same way. The ebook is the first focus followed by interactive 
activities that explore a range of key skills from the ebook.

All Classroom Devices
Sunshine’s digital programs can be used on iPads, computers and all interactive whiteboards and 
TVs. Using these devices as a natural part of the literacy program helps to engage and motivate 
students and can improve attitudes to reading.

All Teaching Approaches
Sunshine’s digital programs provide the perfect resource for whole class and small group teaching 
and independent learning. Shared reading and writing using a large screen, guided and reciprocal 
reading using iPads, independent reading using computers and reading using devices in the home 
are all easy with Sunshine Online and Sunshine Classics.

Affordable for All Schools
Sunshine Online and Sunshine Classics together feature over 870 levelled ebooks and over 2000 
interactive activities! This is a huge digital library and it is offered to schools at prices that work out 
to only a few dollars per child per year – usually less than the cost of buying one printed book!

This program features:
• 310 digital ebooks 
• Levels 1–30
• Over 1000 interactive activities 
• For use on iPads, Samsung tablets, computers and interactive whiteboards/TVs

Sunsh i ne  C las s i cs   Your l iteracy learning resource
Sunshine Classics features the highly successful original Sunshine Reading Series in a digital 
format! All the favourite stories and characters that have helped to create thousands of readers 
who love to read are ready to be enjoyed using all devices.

See page 11 for more

This program features:
• Over 560 digital ebooks 
• Levels 1–30
• Over 1000 interactive activities 
• For use on iPads, computers and interactive whiteboards/TVs

Sunsh i ne  On l i n e   Your l iteracy teaching resource
Sunshine Online offers a varied and rich selection of fiction and non-fiction ebooks that are 
highly animated, interactive and multimodal. Many of the ebooks provide opportunities for 
cross-curricular learning.

See page 11 for more

www . s u n s h i n e d i g i t a l . c o m . a u

Start your two-week free trial today!
www.sunshineclassics.com.au

Start your two-week free trial today!
www.sunshineonline.com.au
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This program features:
• 310 digital ebooks 
• Levels 1–30
• Over 1000 interactive activities 
• For use on iPads, Samsung tablets, computers and interactive whiteboards/TVs 

The program is accessed:

On computers via the website: www.sunshineclassics.com.au

On iPads and Samsung tablets after downloading the app

Sunshine Classics       Your l iteracy learning resource

Sunshine Classics offers schools the choice of a single username and password for all 
students to use or the option to have individual usernames and passwords for each student.

Sunshine Classics brings together all your favourite books in a digital format! Each ebook 
includes a range of special features that make them ideal for use on different devices:

Audio Support – Students can choose to have the text read to them. This support is provided on 
texts up to level 25.

Text Highlighting – As the text is read, it is highlighted word by word at Emergent Level and 
then sentence by sentence.

Text Annotation Tools – There are text annotation tools that allow students to highlight or 
underline words, to draw and to innovate on the text.

• The Sunshine Classics ebooks offer an extensive range of fiction and nonfiction titles, many 
written by popular children’s authors such as Joy Cowley and Jill Eggleton.

• Each text has been carefully levelled and constructed to support beginning readers in the early 
stages with developing complexity for fluent readers.

• The nonfiction texts include an interesting selection of topics with many titles drawn from the 
popular Sunshine Science series.

The  ebo o ks

Voice-over and text highlighting is provided 
for all texts up to level 25.

The pen tool can be used to highlight words 
and draw in different colours.

The white text box can be used to cover and 
innovate on the text.

The white text box also allows teachers to 
hide text and images to help students make 
predictions.

Crawl, crawl

What do teachers say?

“User friendly, engaging for children, liked the levelling to differentiate. They were 
really engaged with the books and activities and were able to negotiate the activities 
independently.”

Dianne, QLD
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Each book is followed by three or four interactive activities that focus on the key areas of 
phonics and words, comprehension, fluency and writing along with additional revision activities.

ALPHABET AND WORDS: Phonics and Words activities include learning about letter names and 
sounds, letter blends, word families, rhyming words and high-frequency words.

THINKING: Comprehension activities include matching words or sentences to pictures, sentence 
building, story sequencing, cloze and quizzes. 

RECORD: This is a fluency activity where students can record themselves reading and then listen 
to the recording.

WRITING: Open-ended writing activities where students can creatively demonstrate their 
understanding of the text.

After the story is read, students can 
complete the related activities.

Letter sounds, lower case letters

Words: Matching high-frequency words Thinking: Cloze as a comprehension activity

From level 20 a writing activity 
replaces the word activity.

Thinking: Comprehension quiz with literal 
and inferential questions for fiction titles

Thinking: Comprehension quiz for 
informational text

Record: Students record and listen to 
their own reading to practise fluency

Writing: Responding to the text to 
demonstrate understanding

Writing: Open-ended and creative 
responses to text

What do teachers say?

“I like the way that the students can choose their own books and the follow up 
activities mean that they can really apply their knowledge and comprehension skills.”

Claire, VIC

“The books were engaging and the activities were meaningful. They loved the stories 
and wanted to keep reading more! Win-win!”

Gemma, VIC

Interact ive  Act iv i t i es
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Student  Track i ng  and  Admin i st rat i o n
Sunshine Classics offers schools the option of a generic single username and password for 
all students or unique usernames and passwords for each student. Using unique passwords 
allows teachers to create and manage student files, allocate particular books and track student 
progress. Many of the administration functions are demonstrated in short video clips under the 
Help section on the website.

With unique passwords for each student, 
teachers can manage their own class and 
check results.

Teachers can allocate particular ebooks 
to students or groups of students.

Activity results for each student can be 
viewed by the teacher.

Teachers can listen to recordings of 
the students reading and can quickly 
assess the accuracy rate from these. Full 
Running Records can be done by printing 
out the Reading Record sheet.

Teacher  Su p p o rt  Mater ia l s
Teaching notes for each Classics ebooks are available to download at the website under the 
Books/Teacher Notes section. Here teachers will also find a Skills Overview Chart that lists details 
of the book, the level and the skills focus for each text.

Professional Development videos are also included on the website and feature experienced 
Australian teachers demonstrating a range of literacy teaching approaches and strategies.

Professional Development Videos can be viewed at  
www.sunshineclassics.com.au
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Digital Free Trials

SUNSHINE CLASSICS
SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL AT:

www.sunshineonline.com.au

www.sunshineclassics.com.au

SUNSHINE ONLINE
SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL AT:

For Sunshine Digital enquiries, please phone 1800 244 542

Sunshine Multimedia (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 64 078 729 709

2/71 Northgate Drive, Thomastown VIC 3074

Freephone 1800 244 542  Freefax: 1800 684 528

Email: sales@sunshinebooks.com.au  

Website: www.sunshinedigital.com.au

All prices include GST and are subject to change without notice.

SUNSHINE ONLINE
        Up to 100 students $495    100+ students $895

Please fax your order to 1800 684 528
or order online at: www.sunshinebooks.com.au

SUNSHINE CLASSICS
        Up to 100 students $495    100+ students $895

BUNDLE & SAVE!!!
Enjoy all the benefits of BOTH programs. That’s 870 ebooks and  

over 2000 interactive activities! 

             Up to 100 students ONLY $790        100+ students ONLY $1490

Digital Order Form 2018
Sunshine Online and  
Sunshine Classics 12-month Subscriptions

School* _____________________________________________________________________________

Name* ______________________________________________________________________________

Position ____________________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________

State __________________________________________   Postcode* ________________________

Email* ______________________________________________________________________________

School Order Number (if required) ___________________________________________________
*required field
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This program features:
• Over 560 digital ebooks 
• Levels 1–30
• Over 1000 interactive activities 
• For use on iPads, computers and interactive whiteboards/TVs

The program is accessed:

On computers via the website: www.sunshineonline.com.au

On iPads after downloading the app

The school is provided with a single username and password for all students to 
use at school and at home.

Sunshine Online is divided into 
three learning spaces to help navigate 
students to ebooks that are at a 
suitable reading level for them.

Sunsh i ne  On l i n e   Your l iteracy teaching resource Phon i cs  and  Words
PHONICS EBOOKS
• Sunshine Online features alphabet, letter blends and word family ebooks to help students 

develop understanding of sound-letter relationships.

• The letter blends and word family titles in Learning Space 2 offer students opportunities to 
explore and develop awareness of the onsets and rimes that make up these words.

• All  ebooks have related activities for students to practise and consolidate their skills.

The ebooks introduce words from the 
focus word family or letter blend.

The interactive activity 
following the e-book allows 
students to apply their 
knowledge through word 
building.

HIGH-FREQUENCY WORDS 
The Words section in Learning Space 1 provides beginning readers with fun interactive activities 
to help them learn 48 essential high-frequency words.

The words are reinforced through a matching activity and 
then explored within context.

WORD LIST

a get little this

all go look to

am going me up

and have my was

are he no we

as here of went

at I on what

away in said where

big into see will

can is she with

come it that yes

do like the you

What do teachers say?

“Sunshine Online is an outstanding literacy program. There are other programs available 
similar in intent to Sunshine Online, but none supports our students to the level they require 
in order to develop a love and passion of reading and develop decoding and comprehension 
skills in such an engaging, fun way.”   
Jill, VIC
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Fi ct i o n  ebo o ks Non  Fi ct i o n  ebo o ksl

• Sunshine Online includes a wide range of highly engaging texts by different authors, 
featuring interesting characters.

• Most of the titles are animated and have voice-over support and text highlighting.

• The titles are carefully levelled for Emergent through to Fluent readers.

• There is appropriate support and vocabulary development at each stage of the program.

• Each e-book is followed by up to three interactive learning activities.

THE BOOKSHELF
There is a bookshelf section in each learning space that provides students with more fiction 
ebooks to read independently and more e-Big Books for teachers to use for shared reading.

• The non-fiction ebooks feature high-interest and age-appropriate topics.

• The multi-modal texts feature embedded video clips to extend and enhance the content.

• Many of the texts are ideal for inquiry-based learning and support STEM education.

• Most of the titles are animated with voice-over support and text highlighting.

THE BOOKSHELF 
Students can find more non-fiction ebooks in the bookshelf section to read independently. 
These texts are also ideal for shared reading and cross-curricular studies.

What do teachers say?

“We use Sunshine Online as a teaching tool, for individual work, small-group instruction and 
for whole class instruction on the IWB. Students love it! It has had very favourable responses 
from all children, particularly those who are often disenchanted with reading.”  
Cheryl, SA

What do teachers say?

“This is one of the best resources we have purchased for our support unit. The texts are 
interesting for the students and they love the activities. It’s great to have a variety of texts 
and to be able to hear them read in Australian accents.”  
Andrew, NSW
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Maths

Sc ien ce

Indigen ous  Bo o ks

Learn i ng  About  As ia

• The maths ebooks introduce maths language and concepts within the context of 
enjoyable stories.

• The content strands of Number and Algebra, Statistics and Probability, Measurement 
and Geometry are covered.

• Effectively links literacy and numeracy.

• Most of the ebooks are animated and all provide voice-over support.

• All titles are followed by up to three interactive activities and games.

• The Science ebooks cover the Science Understanding sub-strands of Biological, Chemical, 
Earth and Space and Physical Sciences.

• Most of the texts feature embedded video clips and voice-over support.

• All titles are followed by interactive activities.

• These ebooks support the cross-curriculum priority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 
histories and cultures.

• Each ebook features a Dreaming Story and related topics presented in a range of text types.

• Connected video clips are embedded in the text to support and extend student understanding.

• An open-ended interactive writing activity follows each text.

• These ebooks support the cross-curriculum priority of Asia and Australia’s engagement with 
Asia.

• Each ebook explores an interesting selection of topics from traditional stories through to 
contemporary issues.

• Connected video clips are embedded in the text to support and extend student understanding.

• Two open-ended writing activities follow each book to create a blog and a poster.

Embedded video clips

Video clips are used to 
enhance the text.
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Interact ive Act ivt ies Teacher Support  Mater ials
• Sunshine Online includes over 1000 fun, interactive activities that explore  

a wide range of skills.

• All activities are connected to the ebooks.

• The open-ended nature of many of the activities allows students  
to demonstrate their understanding of the text in creative ways.

• The Staffroom section of Sunshine Online provides teaching notes and activity sheets for the 
literacy and maths ebooks.

• There are also Skills Charts for each Learning Space detailing the reading levels and skills focus 
for every text.

• These materials are invaluable for classroom program planning and can be printed out.

1© Wendy Pye Publishing Ltd 2011

Learning Space 3 Literacy

Reading 
Level

Title Spelling Vocabulary Writing Comprehension Fluency Text Type Focus

16 At the Car Wash Word Train:
Recognise and match 
the target sound, 
silent /gh/

Explanimation:
verbs

Silly Story Maker:
Select words and 
phrases to complete 
a “silly” story.

Whizzy Quiz:
Answer 10 questions 
about the story.

Narrative

16 It's Time You Had a Haircut Word Train:
Recognise and match 
the target word 
family, -ell

Explanimation:
punctuation

Silly Story Maker:
Select words and 
phrases to complete 
a “silly” story.

Whizzy Quiz:
Answer 10 questions 
about the story.

Narrative

16 Kick the Can Word sorter:
Recognise and sort 
words with long and 
short /e/

Crossword:
Use clues for words 
from the book to 
complete a crossword 
puzzle

Missing words:
Cloze activity using 
pages from the book

Rap:
Rhythm, rhyme and 
repetition

Persuasive

16 The Dippy Dinner Drippers Sounds:  
dr- letter blend
Get the Letters 
Game:  
dr- letter blend

Key words:
every, morning, their, 
were, gone

Storymaker:  
Use the pattern of 
the story to create a 
5-page version, 
In the morning… 
At midday…  
At night…

Story Toolbox:
Prepare a 
presentation based 
on the book, 
using pictures and 
templates from the 
galleries and writing 
text, captions and 
labels.

Read the rhyme Narrative

17 The Giant Pumpkin Sounds:  
-ed word family
Get the Letters 
Game:  
-ed word family

Key words:
make, good, some, 
just, grew, which

Storymaker:  
Use the pattern of 
the story to create a 
5-page version, 
The pumpkin 
grew…

Story Toolbox:
Prepare a 
presentation based 
on the book, 
using pictures and 
templates from the 
galleries and writing 
text, captions and 
labels.

Read the rhyme Narrative

Sunshine OnlinePhonics and Word Knowledge

Fluency

Comprehension

Vocabulary and Spelling

Writing

What do teachers say?

“We enjoy the range of books and love the matching hard copy texts that are available. The 
children love to read them after using them online.” Glenda, VIC

“P-6 are using Sunshine Online daily in their literacy and inquiry blocks. It is an invaluable 
resource for us.” Jennifer, VIC
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